Abstract { mWave is a C.A.E. (ComputerAided Education) package solving in real time the analytical eld equations to show the electric or the magnetic eld { for either TE or TM modes { inside an in nitely long wave-guide of circular or rectangular cross-section.
Background
The COLOS project { where COLOS stands for \COnceptional Learning Of Science" { consists of ten groups from universities of seven European countries, whose goal is to use the potential of modern computer technology for a better and more direct approach towards presentation and understanding of basic concepts in science and technology 1].
This paper will present a contribution to that project. mWave is an environment for the teaching of microwaves, intensively using the power of fast modern RISC-workstations to achieve what we claim is the main goal of computer aided teaching: o ering the students a highly interactive environment allowing them to examine any desired con guration of the studied system with instant feedback.
Objectives
The user interface { the View { as well as the solver { the Model { was designed to conform to following speci cations:
One may study either TE or TM guided propagating modes.
Any component x, y or z, or the magnitude of the electric or magnetic eld may be shown.
One may interactively modify the a=b ratio of the rectangular waveguide { or the radius of the circular guide { as well as the physical parameters and ". The user has to be able to interactively modify the frequency of the source to show how a given mode may travel inside the waveguide at di erent frequencies. At a high enough frequency, more than one mode can propagate. mWave is able to show the elds resulting from the superposition of two or more waves propagating in the waveguide at a given frequency. To represent the scalar value of one component of the eld in a cross-section of the waveguide, mWave uses a color scale convention. While gures shown here use a black and white color scale for publication purposes, in normal use the color-scale goes from dark blue through red to light yellow { like heated metal. We decided to represent the eld with colors (instead of eld lines as in most books) to facilitate comparison of the analytical results generated by mWave with the solution produced by 2d or 3d C.A.D. packages using nite elements. 2] 3].
2) Frequency equalizer: The user may also popup an equalizer (see Fig. 2 ) to modify the amplitude of any mode capable of propagating at current frequency; by default the displayed mode is only the highest order mode. The result of mixing modes is instantly shown after the user moves a slider to modify the amplitude of a given mode. The corresponding menu item enables the selection of either TE or TM modes. 4 ) Wave guide resize mechanism: The waveguide may be resized by simply resizing the application window using the standard mwm(Motif window manager) clickand-drag mouse action. It is also possible to specify the guide width a and/or height b using the corresponding input/output text elds. See the mWave user interface (Fig. 1 ).
5) Cross section: The displayed waveguide cross section position is not xed. This parameter can be modied using slider called z on user interface (see Fig. 1 ). 6 ) Time: The time may be varied using the slider named Angle. Although this may be equivalent to moving the position of the examined cross-section relative to the position of the source (see above item) if only one mode is propagating, it becomes completely di erent if more than one mode travel and sum themselves inside the guide. 7) Source frequency: The source frequency is also variable, to show the action of the cuto frequencies as well as the frequency dependence of the various modes. At present only propagating modes are taken into account and evanescent modes are simply ignored. The latter will be implemented in the near future to be studied for their own, or to simulate their mixing with propagating modes due for example to the infuence of waveguide extremity. 8) Animation: Finally, time, position and source frequency parameters may be automatically stepped to provide animation of the displayed eld information.
Even if running on fast RISC-workstations, the desired animation e ect may not be achieved if computing eld topology resulting from many mixing modes and displaying it in a fairly sized window. (Computing of one mode in a 120x120 pixels window takes approximately one second on a HP 720 workstation with 32Mb main memory). This problem may be solved by automatically dumping the computed images to le, while animating the selected parameter. Once all the frames are saved the animation sequence may be played back with speeds up to 20 frames per second.
The model
Since one of the main goals of the mWave package is to display results as quickly as possible, we obviously could not use advanced numerical methods like nite elements or boundary integral equations. To gain speed, mWave uses analytical eld equations with the hypothesis of an in nitely long wave-guide of circular or rectangular cross-section.
Since those equations are well-known 4], we will focus on how we implemented the simulation of TE modes propagating in a rectangular waveguide. Simulation of TM modes and circular waveguides are done in a similar way.
Equations of TE modes in a rectangular waveguide
The cuto frequency for mode m; n is given by: The rst step towards simulation of those equations is to drop away the A mn amplitude factor which is common to all eld components. The second step is to get rid of the complex numbers. If we remember that the complex notation is a convenience to represent vectors living in the Fresnel plane we may separate the real and the imaginary parts of the terms appearing in equations (4) 
Since the Fresnel plane represents the state of rotating vectors (e.g. their phase) at time t = 0, we can retrieve the time domain by simply taking, for example, the imaginary part of those vectors and introducing the rotating term, yielding to:
e ?j zz to be replaced by sin (!t ? z z) (12) ?je ?j zz to be replaced by ? cos (!t ? z z) (13) The simulation of equations (4) to (9) is thereby done like following: e x = y cos ( x x) sin ( y y) sin (!t ? z z) (14) e y = ? x sin ( x x)cos ( y y) sin (!t ? z z) (15) e z = 0 (16) h x = x z sin ( x x)cos ( y y) sin (!t ? z z) (17) h y = y z cos ( x x) sin ( y y) sin (!t ? z z) (18) h z = ? 2 c cos ( x x)cos ( y y) cos (!t ? z z) (19) which are computed for every pixel of the displayed window.
Color interpolation
In order to be able to interpolate the pixel value from a prede ned color scale, we have rst to evaluate an interval all the computed eld values are expected to be contained in. The evaluated maximumvalues of the eld components are therefore:
e 
The absolute value of this maximum is used to determine the upper limit of the desired bounding interval. 3) Color Zoom: The above equations allow us to evaluate an interval we are assured the eld values are contained in. However, in most cases the e ective extrema of the eld components are far from reaching the computed limits resulting in very poor images only using a very small interval of the alloted color scale.
The Color Zoom facility allows to draw the eld topoly with the color scale extrema exactly matching the maximum and the minimum value encountered in the displayed window. Nevertheless, this facility has an important drawback: it needs two passes through the computing algorithm, a rst one to compute the extrema and a second one to draw. 4) Don't Recompute Scale: In some cases like during animation it is advisable not to recompute the eld values matching the color scale extrema, in order to have all the computed frames using the same colorscale.
An Intuitive Learning Tool
The main purpose of the mWave package is to help the learner intuitively understanding the way things work. This section shows two such points, which would be hardly mastered regarding the information available in books 4] 5] 6].
Frequency animation
When interactively modifying or automatically animating the source frequency, the displayed propagating mode is by default the highest order mode. This is very usefull to intuitively understand the order of succession of the cuto frequencies of the various modes. When taking a very rectangular waveguide { e.g. with a high a=b ratio { (see Fig. 3 ), it becomes evident, that the cuto frequencies of mode m; 0 are proportional to m, and that the cuto frequencies of mode 0; n are proportional to n.
Once increasing the source frequency one immediately understands that mode 0; 1 appears after mode m; 0 as soon as the \wave width" of mode m+1; 0 is greater than b. This is an intuitive understanding of the fact that the cuto frequencies of modes m; 0 are proportional to m=a and that the cuto frequencies of mode 0; n are proportional to n=b (See equation 1). For example, in Fig. 3 cuto frequency of mode 0; 1 is higher than cuto frequency of mode 4; 0 and lower than cuto frequency of mode 5; 0 for an a=b ratio of 4:4
